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*Expert in Underserved Consultant (EU-C)*
Ida Androwich

*Expert in Care Coordination Consultant (ECC-C)*
Sheila Haas

*Expert in Primary Care/Patient-Centered Medical Home Consultant*
Ann Reilandi (PC-C)

**Primary Investigator (PI)**
Ann Solari-Twadell

**Grant Coordinator (GC)**
Elizabeth Reynolds

*Chair Associate*
Patricia Stapleton

**Hines VA (Project Coordinator)**
Lisa Burkhart

**Loyola University Medical Center- Family Clinics (Project Coordinator)**
Margaret Delaney

**Rogers Park, Loyola Nursing Center (Project Co-Coordinators)**
Amy O’Malley

**Curriculum Coordinator and Expert - Traditional Nursing Program - (CCE-TNP)**
Jorgia Connor

**Content Specialist Simulation (CSS)**
Carol Kostovich

**Curriculum Expert - Accelerated Nursing Program (CE-ANP)**
Janet McCarthy

**Project Evaluator (PE)**
2 ED, LLC.
R. Pawloski, Gayle Roux

**Content Specialist IPE and IPPC (CS-IPE)**
Lisa Skemp

**Content Specialist, Culture (CS-C)**
Lisa Skemp

**Content Specialist Population Health (CS-PH)**
Amanda Peacock

**Content Specialist Primary Care**
Regina Conway Phillips

**Expert Review Panel – Experts in Primary Care-Underserved**

*Instructional Designer (ID)*
Stacey Zurek

*Educational Technology (ET)*
Holly O’Connor

**Primary Care Community Nurse Scholars:**
Four year Baccalaureate, RN-BSN, & ABSN

*Partial grant support*